When you have to be right

The end-to-end
sales tax solution
that helps you
increase productivity
and reduce audit risk

Tax & Accounting

CCH SureTax
for Construction
®

®
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CCH® SureTax® for Construction

We know sales tax is challenging.
That’s why there’s CCH SureTax.

CCH SureTax
for Acumatica
Construction
Edition Goes
Beyond Sales
Tax Basics

Construction has a special set of sales tax challenges. That’s why
you need CCH SureTax with Acumatica Construction Edition.
CCH SureTax goes beyond the basics, providing sales and use tax coverage
for construction projects across over 13,000 taxing jurisdictions in the U.S.
and Canada.
Few industries are as heavily audited as construction. CCH SureTax continuously
prepares you for audits by tracking and maintaining the detail for defense of
each tax calculation, saving you from non-compliance expense and disruption.
CCH SureTax helps to keep you productive with an end‑to‑end solution that
seamlessly calculates tax, tracks exemption certificates, and manages your
filings while providing the information and alerts that you need to control your
sales processes.
When combined with Acumatica Construction Edition, CCH SureTax can help
you estimate and manage your construction projects — including sales tax
obligations — anytime, anywhere. Easily manage customers, finances — including
job cost accounting — field and service teams in one complete solution that
keeps you profitable and productive.
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CCH® SureTax® for Construction

CCH SureTax provides everything you need from
calculation to returns.
Meet your sales tax obligations with accuracy and efficiency. With the
CCH SureTax platform of sales tax solutions, you’ve never been more prepared.
Designed to Keep You Productive
The CCH SureTax platform provides efficient,
end-to-end sales tax automation that won’t
disrupt your operation.
• Data flows seamlessly from your
transactions between platform modules
removing the effort of the data import and
exporting process.
• Process automation allows for set-it-andforget-it functionality.
• Cloud deployment eliminates ongoing
maintenance.
Built for Results
CCH SureTax provides the calculations needed
for demanding business situations.
• Highly granular sales tax research content
is specialized by industry.
• In-house tax researchers ensure content
accuracy.
• On-call experts deliver the domain
expertise needed for compliance.
• Customizable to meet the needs of your
specific organization.
Preparing You for Audit Defense
Built from the ground up for audit defense,
CCH SureTax platform helps reduce the total
cost of compliance by:
• Tax calculation detail for every transaction
allows calculations to be re-created and
defended at audit.
• Configurable design supports complicated
scenarios and tax requirements.
• Backed by Wolters Kluwer, a trusted source
of tax research data.

CCH SureTax Modules
With an intuitive user interface, the
CCH SureTax platform offers a complete sales
tax solution that automates tax filing.
CCH® SureTax® Calc
Calculate the tax consequences of
transactions in real-time using the
maintenance-free tax calculation engine built
for audit defense.
CCH® SureTax® Exemption Certificate
Management (ECM)
Manage and maintain your tax exemption
certificate library while automating the
collection and seamless application of
certificates.
CCH® SureTax® Rates & Rules
Determine tax rates, rules, and jurisdictional
boundaries using sales tax research data from
Wolters Kluwer.
CCH® SureTax® Returns
Meet sales tax compliance obligations
efficiently and accurately according to your
calendar.
CCH® SureTax® Views
Manage your sales tax compliance process
by organizing data and producing interactive
reports.
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CCH® SureTax® for Construction
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Best in Class
SOC 1 Certification
Wolters Kluwer has successfully undergone
a Service Organization Control (SOC 1) Type 1
examination for the collection, analysis, and
management of sales tax rates and taxability
rules. The result: Wolters Kluwer maintains
internal controls to provide customers and
users accurate, timely, and reliable sales tax
rates and taxability rules. This is in addition
to SOC review and security standards for our
data centers.
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Built for Construction Tax
CCH SureTax provides tax calculation coverage
for residential and commercial construction
across over 13,000 taxing jurisdictions across
North America and Canada. CCH SureTax
supports construction specific transaction
details, including:
• Contractor types
• Project types
• Payment terms
• Construction tax exemptions
• Material types
• Fabricated goods
• Out of state purchases
• Use tax, and more
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CCH SureTax
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CCH Sales Tax
Rates & Rules
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© 2020 CCH Incorporated and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

For More Information
EngageTax.WoltersKluwer.com/CCH-SureTax
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